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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the first FoW Forum of 2020. Since the last Forum we have progressed the work on key Future of Work Initiatives, and further detail has been provided in the status update (Annex Four).  We were scheduled to meet on 23 March, as New Zealand was just starting to see our first few cases of COVID-19. Instead, 23 March was the day the Prime Minister announced that New Zealand would be going into lockdown on 26 March. While COVID-19 has reshaped the context of the Forum, the Forum will continue to operate without any significant changes, and will remain as the key mechanism for collaborative decision making and information sharing between Government, the CTU and Business NZ on future of work issues. This is the last Forum before the September general election, and I would like to highlight the success of the Forum in strengthening the relationship between Government and social partners. 



OECD Economic Projections 

OECD Economic Outlook, June 2020. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Minister may wish to note that COVID-19 will be front of mind for attendees, and COVID-19 has proven to be a major global health crisis and a one-in-a-100 year economic crisis.The OECD initially projected that New Zealand could be looking at an immediate reduction in GDP of more than 30% as a result of COVID-19, which could lead to annual GDP falling by between 4 and 6% [OECD projection of likely loss of output].



Treasury Scenarios
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early scenarios developed by the Treasury suggested a best case of 13.5% unemployment if we did not take adequate action under different assumptions about restrictions on local economic and social activity, and the global economic outlook [Table of unemployment projections]



Wage Subsidy Numbers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just before the March Forum, the Government announced an initial $12.1bn package of response measures, including increased health spending, business support and wage subsidies. This was on top of a $12bn infrastructure package announced in January.The wage subsidy had two objectives – to provide an immediate source of income to people whose business and employment was affected by COVID-19, and to keep in place employment relationships. As at 12 June, the wage subsidy scheme has paid out $11.2bn in respect of 1.677m jobs [Chart of wage subsidy numbers]We know that we will not be able to save every job or business. Unemployment numbers are around 40-50% higher than this time last year, and are likely to increase further when the wage subsidy ends.



Budget Initiatives

• 12bn infrastructure package released in January

• 12.1bn package of response measures released just 
before the March Forum

• $50bn COVID-19 Response and Recovery Fund 
(CRRF) 
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Presentation Notes
That is why we announced a substantial investment in labour and skills initiatives in the Budget, to help displaced workers transition into other jobs, and to help businesses that do have vacancies to find people with the required skills.We also announced a $50bn CRRF , to be used over time to recover from COVID-19. As Treasury Budget forecasts show, we can expect recovery to take several years, and there remains considerable uncertainty around the outlook.By going hard and going early, New Zealand has eliminated COVID-19. That has allowed us to remove social distancing and restart economic activity before most of the rest of the world, but our fortunes still depend on the rest of the world. We need the rest of the world to buy our goods and services, and we will not be able to fully re-open our borders until COVID-19 has been brought under control internationallyNevertheless, the efforts of our team of five million have allowed us to be at the forefront of thinking about how to recover from COVID-19, and build back better, in a way that will be resilient against future shocks and able to grasp future opportunities for businesses and workers 



Refreshed Industry Strategy
• Government’s refreshed Industry Strategy is focused on two core outcomes:

o Supporting industries in transition (in response to both near-term disruption caused by COVID-19 and long-
term challenges such as the shift to a low emissions economy); and

o Transforming industries to lift aggregate productivity and enable the scaling up of highly productive and 
internationally competitive clusters in areas where we have a comparative advantage.

• Supporting worker transitions will be important for both of these outcomes.

• Active industry policy is a high-engagement and resources intensive process. We need to focus on sectors where 
we can make the most difference.

• There are two tiers to our industry policy:

o A broader set of 11 sectors based on an assessment of sectors’ significant, performance and role in economy 
recovery, and long-term transformation; and

o A narrower set of sectors that are well-positioned for and will benefit from a high-intensity and high-
investment approach.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is clear that the economic effects of COVID-19 will be significant and long-lasting, and will affect all sectors of the economy to a greater or lesser extent. I have refreshed Government’s Industry Strategy to ensure it is responding to the impacts of COVID-19 in the short-term, while continuing to work towards our long term vision of a productive, sustainable and inclusive economy.The refreshed Industry Strategy provides a framework for an active industry policy focused on:Supporting industries in transition, either in response to near-term disruption from COVID-19 or long-term challenges such as the shift to a low-emissions economy; andTransforming industries to lift aggregate productivity, by enabling the scaling up of highly productive and internationally competitive clusters of businesses in sectors where we have a comparative advantage.Active industry policy is a high-engagement and resource intensive process. We need to focus on sectors where we can make the most difference. Therefore there are two tiers to the industry policy: a broader set of eleven focus sectors and a narrower set of sectors that are well-positioned for and will benefit from a high-intensity, high-investment approach.



DRAFT IN-CONFIDENCE
NOT GOVERNMENT POLICY

Significance Performance

Notes
1. Key applied by comparing industries shown
2. Primary sector emissions appear low as they contain land use change and forestry which is a net carbon sink 
3. Digital technologies GDP and export figures are from 2018
4. Aerospace data is for the space sector only, which is a subsector of the broader aerospace sector. Data is from MBIE 

commissioned space reports published in 2019

5. International Education GDP, export, and employment figures are from an Education NZ report published in 2018
6. Aged care migrant worker data is from the NZ Aged Care Association
7. Temporary visas equal total visas excluding NZ citizens, permanent residents and residents
8. Any number under 1,000 has been ‘Suppressed’
9. A full list of references is included at the back of the evidence pack

Typical 
share of 

GDP 
(%, 2019)

Typical share 
of exports
(%, 2019)

Employment 
share 

(%, 2019)

Number 
of firms 
(2018)

Proportion 
of workers 

Māori 
(%, 2019)

Proportion of 
workers 
Pacific 

(%, 2019)

Food and 
Beverage 
Manufacturing

3.30 36.84 2.93 3,849 21 13

Wood 
Processing

0.90 3.30 1.04 1,809 25 7

Construction 6.80 0.03 9.96 70,900 16 6

Other 
Manufacturing

6.24 10.57 5.69 15,819 10 8

Digital 
Technologies

3.50 3.95 2.44 13,269 6 2

Agritech - 1.40 - - - -

Productivity indicators (2019) Median 
weekly 
earning 

($, 2019)

R&D 
expenditure 
($m, 2019)

Emissions 
(t CO2-e, 

2018)

Emissions intensity 
(t CO2-e per $m 

GDP, 2018)

GDP/hr 
worked 
($/hr)

1 year 
CAGR

10 year 
CAGR

All 
industries

1,012
Food and 
Beverage 
Manufacturing

56.16 3.20 -0.40 999 145 2,907.34 0.38

Wood 
Processing

39.89 0.10 1.60 1,055 36 550.30 0.26

Construction 32.43 -2.60 0.90 1,150 16 494.96 0.03

Other 
Manufacturing

51.78 - - 1,112 483 5,420.09 0.38

Digital 
Technologies

- - - 1,550 873 - -

Agritech - - - - - - -

Key
Low Medium High

NOTE: QUALITY ASSURANCE HAS NOT BEEN COMPLETED ON THESE TABLES

Economic significance and performance of key sectors
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Presentation Notes
The focus sectors chosen for a high-intensity, high-investment approach are those that are either:Sectors that provide significant employment, exports or contribution to GDP and which have the potential to grow productivity and shift up the value chain, for example food and beverage manufacturing and construction.  High-value sectors that will support a more productive, sustainable, inclusive and resilient economy long term, for example digital technologies and agritech.In response to the joint memo by CTU and BusinessNZ on a skills response to COVID-19, I note that each ITP will consider the skills needs and challenges facing an industry and work with the education system, including WDCs, to address skills issues as part of an ITP.



Industry Strategy focus sectors*
Focus sector Categorisation Lead agency Lead portfolio

Managing transition
International education Resetting post-COVID MOE / Education NZ Education

Tourism Resetting post-COVID MBIE Tourism

Energy and resources Decarbonisation MBIE Energy and Resources

Transport and logistics Strengthening resilience MOT Transport

Construction** Productivity MBIE Building and Construction

Growing high value export clusters
Manufacturing** Volume to value MBIE Economic Development

Food and Fibre
Primary
Food and beverage 
manufacturing**
Forestry and wood processing**
Agritech**

Volume to value
Volume to value

Volume to value
Scaling up value

MPI
MPI

Te Uru Rākau
MBIE

Agriculture
Agriculture

Forestry
Economic Development

Digital technologies** Scaling up Value MBIE Economic Development
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* Focus sectors may change in the future and could include sectors where we know there will be significant workforce transition.
**These sectors will have Industry Transformation Plans developed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key sectors of focus for supporting industries in transition are International Education, Tourism, Energy and Resources, and Transport and Logistics. We already have work programmes underway in these sectors and these will continue and be aligned with the Industry Strategy. We’ve identified four areas of initial focus to drive a transformation in our productivity performance. These are Construction, Digital Technologies, Advanced Manufacturing and a Food and Fibre cluster made up of the Primary sector, Food and Beverage, Forestry and Wood Processing, and Agritech.The development of Industry Transformation Plans remains a key tool of the Industry Strategy. Currently there are ITPs under development for Construction, Agritech, Digital Technologies, Food and Beverage, and Forestry and Wood Processing. As part of our refreshed Industry Strategy we will also begin development of an Advanced Manufacturing ITP. Our work on the Industry Planning Handbook also remains a priority. Enabling industries to join together in taking a long-term perspective will enhance their resilience. The purpose of the Handbook is to provide clarity about ITPs and to provide guidance to support industries in undertaking industry planning themselves. Anticipated benefits include an established consensus view on where the industry currently stands and a long-term vision for the industry’s future; enabling the industry to be adaptive, anticipating change and planning proactively to maximise outcomes. 



Refreshed Industry Strategy Principles
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• Taking a partnership-led approach, developing collaborative solutions with business, workers and other 
stakeholders;

• Building and using a strong evidence base to guide our focus and interventions, including robust 
evaluation and monitoring;

• Using specific sector strategies;
• Leveraging international connections, and being consistent with our international obligations and trade 

policy settings;
• Providing clear and consistent signals from both Government and industry on a proposed course of 

action; and
• Ensuring our activity is supporting better jobs, involving decent and sustainable work, and good wages 

and conditions;
• Upholding the government’s obligations under Te Tiriti by working in partnerships with Māori;
• Ensuring that short-term actions are consistent with our long-term vision for the sector and the 

economy;
• Ensuring our activity is contributing positively to our sustainability goals and environmental resilience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Industry Strategy will be guided by a set of principles, centring on tripartite partnership. As part of the refreshed Industry Strategy, three new guiding principles have been added around working in partnership with Māori, ensuring our short-term actions are consistent with our long-term vision for the economy, and ensuring activity under the Industry Strategy is contributing positively to our sustainability and environmental goals.



Governance Structure
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new governance structure will also be stood up to guide the Industry Strategy and ensure alignment of work across different sectors.CTU and BusinessNZ will both be represented in this governance structure, and my officials are currently developing further advice around how best to include Māori participation in this structure.



Overview of Labour Market
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minister Hipkins will give an opening presentation on the state of the labour market in his role as the lead Minister for the EET Ministers Group. He will speak from his role as Minister of Education in Agenda Item Three to go into greater detail on skills and training initiatives, the Review of Vocational education, and to provide a response to the joint social partner memo of skills and training. As the Minister of Finance said, we are looking at a significant increase in unemployment. As we can see above COVID-19 had brought about a high unemployment environment and a significant uptick in people on primary jobseeker benefits, with some regions being hit harder than others. The high unemployment environment calls for scaling up the assistance we provide to help people find and retain decent jobs, train or retrain to be able to do different jobs, and we are scaling up investments to create jobs. The Employment, Education and Training Ministers Group has been established, chaired by myself, to:  shape the Government’s response to changes in employment as a result of COVID-19  to facilitate good labour market outcomes through the recovery (both labour market attachment and job quality)ensure that employment programmes are delivered in a coordinated and cohesive mannerprioritise effort across all relevant portfolios to maximise the impact the Government can have. 



Overview of Government response

Employment, Education and Training Ministers 

Labour Market 
Intelligence Employment services Skills and Training Job creation

Improving the intelligence on the 
state of the labour market, 
unemployment and information 
about those who are displaced, 
and the skills needs of regions 
and industries through: 
• Regional Skills Leadership 

Groups.
• Workforce Development 

Councils. 
• Skills demand projects. 

Ensuring that employment 
programmes are delivered and 
coordinated in a cohesive 
manner, through oversight of 
employment initiatives such as: 
• He Poutama Rangatahi
• Regional Skills Hubs
• Employment and Financial 

Support response to COVID 
• Overview of longer term 

support for displaced workers.

Overseeing policy development 
and implementation in relation 
to the various apprenticeship 
and skills and training schemes, 
including: 
• New Apprenticeship Boost 

Initiative
• Scaling up training provision 

to meet increased demand
• Targeted Māori and Pasifika 

skills and training initiatives.

Supporting those displaced to 
find decent re-employment 
through job creation initiatives 
such as: 
• COVID response and 

Recovery Fund –
infrastructure build.

• Building state and transitional 
houses

• Environmental enhancement 
projects
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EET Ministers are overseeing initiatives in the above areas. Broadly, the Government is increasing its own demand for workers, primarily through scaled up investment in infrastructure. We already have a substantial Reform of Vocational Education underway, but there will be an increasing number of people that seek to go into, or remain in, tertiary and vocational education, and skill and training programmes. Accordingly, we have a number of initiatives that have been developed or scaled up to address this growing demand for skills and training services.We have also scaled up and developed employment services to tackle the high unemployment environment post COVID-19. We are also working to improve the information we collect on  the skills required by industries and regions and the information about the people who have become unemployed, in order to support job matching and redeployment services.  We thank BusinessNZ and the CTU for the joint memo they sent on 30 April on a skills response to COVID-19. We acknowledge that the social partners have ideas in these areas. Where possible, we would like to ensure that progress on implementing solutions has tripartite input and we look forward to discussing this with you further in the third session of todays Forum. 



Employment, Education and Training initiatives
Initiative Cost

Building labour market 
intelligence ($276m)

Regional Skills Leadership Groups $46m

Establishing Workforce Development Councils to support COVID-19 recovery $230m

Promoting employment and 
re-employment ($926.5m)

Jobs And Skills Hubs $27.5m

Expanding Skills for Industry to support the Construction Accord $59.6m
Employment Service Response to COVID19  $150m

Employment and Financial Support response to COVID19 $250m

Supporting Offenders into Employment $12.1m
Expanding and Strengthening Employment Services for disabled people $12.5m

Tiro Whetū $15m

New Zealand Libraries Partnership Programme  $30m

Jobs for Nature Fund $200m

Transforming the Primary Sector Workforce $19.3m
Expansion of Tupu Aotearoa programme across New Zealand $13.9m

Te Ara Mahi $3.8m

He Poutama Rangatahi $121m

He Poutama Taitamariki $11.8m
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Presentation Notes
There are a large number of initiatives to be delivered. We have identified over 37 initiatives in the EET space. There will be challenges to coordinate, communicate and deliver these initiatives. Agencies have already begun working together to identify and respond to interdependencies.This slide and the following slide provide a complete list of the 37 initiatives that EET Ministers will be overseeing.  I don’t have time to describe all of these initiatives in detail, however I will speak some key initiatives that sit under each classification. 



Employment, Education and Training initiatives
Initiative Cost

Supporting apprenticeships 
and access to education 

($1.28b)

Māori Apprenticeships Fund $50m
New Apprenticeship Boost Initiative $412m
Support for Group Training Schemes to retain apprentices $19m
Targeted training and apprenticeship fund  $320m
Scaling up training provision to meet increased demand $334m
Increasing Trades Academy places and supporting secondary transition $32m
Student Hardship Fund $20m
Auckland Pacific Skills Shift  $22m
Regional Apprenticeships $40m
Māori Cadetships $22.7m
Toloa - Empowering Pacific participation in STEM $4.9m

Job Creation
($11.95b)

COVID response and Recovery Fund – infrastructure build $3b
State and transitional house build $8b
Regional environmental projects $433m
Enhancing biosecurity on public and private land $154m
Pest control and eradication $175m
National Wilding Conifer Control Programme $100m
Pest and weed control in rivers $40m
Industry Transformation Plans $41.4m
Enabling Māori Framework (as part of the Industry Transformation plans) $6.5m
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Focus on key initiatives: 
Labour Market Intelligence

Key initiative: Regional Skills Leadership 
Groups (MBIE/MoE)

To facilitate local dialogue to ascertain regional labour market 
needs, and develop Regional Workforce Plans. This work will be 
used to inform economic development and skills investment 
needs, informing operation of the vocational education, 
immigration and welfare systems. The 15 RSLGs are comprised 
of members from local industry, union, and iwi representatives, 
with the support of a local RSLG secretariat. This network will be 
supported by a central secretariat providing data analytics, 
policy and governance to support RSLGs to develop strong 
intelligence and planning.
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Presentation Notes
A key project commissioned by the EET Ministers group is the Skills demand projections (MBIE/MoE) that will improve our labour market intelligence. The projections that will be developed will provide insights into the skills that will be demanded over the coming years by region and industry, to inform training, redeployment and immigration policy. We agree with CTU and BusinessNZ’s statements in their memo that immigration will not be a reliable channel for the skills and people we may need to support recovery activities, and the Government is investing heavily to leverage the displaced NZ workforce to fill as many vacancies and support recovery activities. 



Focus on key initiatives: 
Job Creation

Key Initiative: COVID response and Recovery Fund 
– infrastructure build (The Treasury)
The Infrastructure Reference Group has prepared a 
list of infrastructure projects that are ready for 
construction within the next 12 months, and could be 
deployed as part of an economic response package. 
Expected outcome:
The accelerated construction and development 
projects create a significant number of jobs and drive 
the recovery of the construction industry post COVID.
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Presentation Notes
The Minister may wish to note that the first 12 infrastructure projects were announced on Wednesday 1 July. During the announcement my colleagues Minister Robertson and Minister Jones that a big part of our plan to stimulate the economy is through significant investment in infrastructure that will help to get the economy moving. Funding has been divvied up between four key sectors: Transport gets the most, receiving $708 million, while community and social development comes next with $670 million. Environmental projects get $460 million and Housing and Urban development projects get $464 million. The investments in apprenticeships, skills and training which are overseen by the EET Ministers Group will also ensure we have the workforce to build this infrastructure. 



Focus on key initiatives: 
Skills and Training

Key Initiative: New Apprenticeship 
Boost Initiative (MoE)
Payments to begin in August 2020 to keep 
apprentices in employment during the early 
stages of their apprenticeships. Expected 
outcomes: 
• Retain existing apprentices. 
• Increase the employment of new 

apprentices (compared to historical 
levels). 
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Modelled estimates of how demand for apprentices may change in the absence of 
any policy response, based largely on Treasury’s employment forecasts.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Minister may wish to note that the Government has announced a $1.28b package to supporting apprenticeships and access to education. There is a lot of alignment between our thinking on skills and training. Retaining existing apprentices was a key priority that you identified in your memo – our projections also show a significant drop off in apprenticeships without Government intervention. The Government has announced significant investments into retaining apprentices, including the new apprenticeship boost initiative ($412m) and the Targeted training and apprenticeship fund ($320m). We look forward to continuing to work closely with you in this area to ensure we can have the biggest impact in retaining apprenticeships and increasing new apprenticeships. You will also be interested in the the regional co-ordination of Government work in relation to employment and skills,  which I will discuss in more detail in Agenda Item Four. 



Focus on key initiatives: 
Skills and Training 

Key initiative: Auckland Pacific Skills Shift (MBIE)

Three components to prototype and promote solutions to achieve intergenerational 
economic transformation by Pacific communities:
• Employer-led micro-credentialing scheme (Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic 

Development)

• Uptempo: A whānau-centred social innovation programme (The Southern and Western 
Initiative)

• Pacific Future of Work-focused outreach and community infrastructure programme (The 
Cause Collective)
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We also have a number of targeted initiatives that are working to improve outcomes for groups who are disproportionately at the margins of the labour market, including Māori, Pasifika and people with disabilities. The Pacific Skills Shift is an example of inclusive initiatives that works towards the Governments goal towards a productive, sustainable and inclusive economy. This programme is a response to the significant occupational differences between Pacific and non-Pacific workers, as well as poorer intergenerational economic outcomes. This will be achieved through in-work education and training through an employer led micro-credentialing scheme, support with navigating the labour market, and creating relationships and infrastructure within Pacific communities to support greater participation in the economy and address barriers to economic success, particularly with new and emerging employment and entrepreneurship opportunities.



Focus on key initiatives: 
Employment Services 

Key Initiative: He Poutama Rangatahi (MBIE)
He Poutama Rangatahi is a cross-agency initiative aimed at getting young people that are not 
currently in employment, education or training into work

Programmes are delivered by local, known and trusted individuals and organisations

We are expanding He Poutama Rangatahi from a small scale regional pilot into urban centres 
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We are developing jobs and skills hubs to act as one-stop shops to connect people with education and employment opportunities and provide SMEs with support employing new staff and upskilling existing staff. We also have increased funding for a range of other Employment Services in Response to COVID-19, and developed initiatives that support the redeployment of displaced workers to shovel ready projects and primary sector jobs. 



Focus on key initiatives: 
Redeployment

Key Initiative: Transforming the Primary Sector 
Workforce (MPI)

This initiative that aims to address rising domestic 
unemployment and a primary sector workforce shortfall due 
to reduced availability of migrant workers. 
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We are working to transform the primary sector workforce through a suite of initiatives (both scaling up of existing and new), that will upskill and support newly unemployed New Zealanders to fill current job vacancies, and create conditions to attract, train and retain a highly skilled workforce for the future.There are three key work streams under this initiative:Increasing awareness of careers in the primary sector through a New Zealander focused marketing and media campaign. Developing a redeployment service to connect job seekers with primary sector jobsRapid roll out of basic skills courses to enable New Zealanders to quickly step into primary sector vacancies.



Future of Work Forum 
27 JULY 2020
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the first FoW Forum of 2020. Since the last Forum we have progressed the work on key Future of Work Initiatives, and further detail has been provided in the status update (Annex Four).  We were scheduled to meet on 23 March, as New Zealand was just starting to see our first few cases of COVID-19. Instead, 23 March was the day the Prime Minister announced that New Zealand would be going into lockdown on 26 March. While COVID-19 has reshaped the context of the Forum, the Forum will continue to operate without any significant changes, and will remain as the key mechanism for collaborative decision making and information sharing between Government, the CTU and Business NZ on future of work issues. This is the last Forum before the September general election, and I would like to highlight the success of the Forum in strengthening the relationship between Government and social partners. 
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Welcome to the first FoW Forum of 2020. Since the last Forum we have progressed the work on key Future of Work Initiatives, and further detail has been provided in the status update (Annex Four).  We were scheduled to meet on 23 March, as New Zealand was just starting to see our first few cases of COVID-19. Instead, 23 March was the day the Prime Minister announced that New Zealand would be going into lockdown on 26 March. While COVID-19 has reshaped the context of the Forum, the Forum will continue to operate without any significant changes, and will remain as the key mechanism for collaborative decision making and information sharing between Government, the CTU and Business NZ on future of work issues. This is the last Forum before the September general election, and I would like to highlight the success of the Forum in strengthening the relationship between Government and social partners. 



Item 3: 
Skills & Training
27 JULY 2020
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Responding to labour market disruption and 
reshaping our education and training system

We must meet these challenges while working 
towards our longer-term aspirations
• reshaping our education system for the 

future of work, and
• overcoming inequalities in access and 

outcomes, so that every New Zealander can 
achieve their potential.
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Ensuring capacity to meet 
growing demand for 

education and training

Supporting on-job training, 
employment continuity, 

and redeployment 
of displaced workers

Our immediate priorities are 
driven by COVID-19’s 
economic and social impacts:

Reform of Vocational Education (RoVE)

Government’s broader vision and 
strategic objectives for education.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide outlines what I want to talk before handing over to our social partners.As the CTU and Business NZ memo said, our short-term actions responding to Covid-19 must also contribute to our longer-term aspirations for education and training.This forum is an opportunity to ensure that we make those connections. COVID-19’s economic and social impacts have driven our immediate prioritiesWe are focused on supporting employment for people affected by labour market disruption.  This includes big investments in work-based and vocational training. We have also invested to meet rising demand for tertiary education. More people will seek to study, and we must ensure they can gain the skills they need to succeed in their careersThese are steps toward longer term changes in New Zealand’s education and training system to lift all New Zealanders’ skills, productivity and wellbeingOur system needs to do better at helping people develop skills that employers will genuinely value and reward in a changing economy. We need to support Just Transitions for communities affected by disruptive change.  And we must achieve equity in access and outcomes for the people in our communities who have been poorly served in the past.The Government’s Reform of Vocational Education, RoVE is a critical part of this. We are accelerating some aspects of ROVE that we will need to support a strong economic recovery.



Investing in skills 

Apprenticeships Boost ($412)
• Supporting employers to retain and 

take on apprentices

• From August, up to $1,000 per month 
for 1st-year and up to $500 per month 
for 2nd year of an apprenticeship.
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Ensuring capacity to meet growing demand for education and training

Key investments in on-job training to support retention, employment and productivity

Targeted Training & Apprenticeship Fund ($320m)
• Fees-free training for all apprentices

• Fees-free for other industry trainees and for level 3-7 
sub-degree students in targeted areas: primary 
industries, construction, community support, 
manufacturing, mechanical engineering/tech, 
electrical engineering, road transport.

Group Training Schemes support ($19m)
Regional Apprentices initiative ($40m)
Mana in Mahi expansion ($30m)
Māori trades and training fund ($50m)

Funding for growing enrolments
• $334m to meet extra demand for 

tertiary education, driven by labour 
market changes. 

Adult and Community Education
• $16m to expand access to ACE 

programmes and better meet 
New Zealanders’ learning needs.

Supporting providers and students 
• Increased student support, online learning access, 

student hardship fund, investing in mental health, 

• Funding security for providers in 2020, 
support for international education sector recovery,
funding rate increases to meet cost pressures. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Government’s investments in Employment, Education and Training initiatives were summarised in the slides for our earlier session on labour market responses.This slide recaps some key investments in on-job training and provider-based tertiary education, driven by changing priorities in light of the labour market effects of Covid-19These investments, and the Government’s broader COVID-19 support for employers and workers, have a lot in common with the thinking in the Skills and Training memo prepared by BusinessNZ and the CTU in April before the Budget. Retaining existing apprentices is a key priority. We are helping employers to preserve apprentices’ jobs, to save everyone’s investment in their training. And we are providing support and incentives for employers to take on more apprentices and to offer training opportunities to new and existing workers.We are making all apprenticeships fees-free, along with fees-free training or study in targeted areas



RoVE: the reform of vocational education
Te Whakahou i te Mātauranga Ahumahinga

1. Workforce Development Councils (WDCs) 
giving industry a greater leadership role

2. Regional Skills Leadership Groups (RSLGs) 
to advise on the skills needs of their regions

3. Te Taumata Aronui 
providing Māori community and employer 
perspectives on tertiary education, giving effect to 
Māori/Crown partnership
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4. The NZ Institute of Skills & Technology (NZIST) 
bringing together 16 polytechs as a sustainable public 
network of vocational education provision.

5. Shifting support for workplace learning 
from Industry Training Organisations to NZIST and 
other providers.

6. Centres of Vocational Excellence (CoVEs)

7. A unified funding system for all vocational education.

Seven key changes

Creating a strong, unified and sustainable vocational education system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An effective Vocational Education and Training system with strong industry leadership is critical to our economic recovery and New Zealand’s long-term economic growth.We have made considerable progress with the reforms.  The ROVE implementation programme team, led by the TEC, is working closely with industry, education and social partners to deliver the different elements of the reforms.With COVID-19, we had to reassess the timing and approach to some of this complex work.In particular, we have accelerated the establishment of Workforce Development Councils and Regional Skills Leadership Groups.  This is important so we can have strong industry leadership to guide how the vocational education and training system responds to the labour market impacts of Covid-19. The New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology has been established. Its Council, led by Murray Strong, is in place. The new Chief Executive, Stephen Town has started in his role.  The Institute’s subsidiaries are continuing to deliver, while the institute begins the complex task of bringing together 16 formerly competing institutions in a single national public vocational education networkTransitional Industry Training Organisations are continuing to support on-job training, while collaborating in planning for a smooth transition processThe first 2 COVEs, for Construction and the Primary Sector, will be announced later this year.Design work on the Unified Funding System is ongoing with input from sector experts.  



Accelerating the establishment of 
Workforce Development Councils (WDCs)
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Skills Leadership
Identifying current and 

future skill needs

Developing /setting 
standards, qualifications and 

capstone assessments

Endorsing programmes,  
Moderating assessments

Brokerage and advisory services 
for employers

Advise TEC on investment mix

WDCs’ Functions

Industry Coverage of the 6 WDCs• 6 interim Establishment Boards were announced on 25 June
• aim to see all 6 WDCs legally established by late 2020
• Budget 2020 committed $230m over 4 years to fund WDCs 
• working closely with stakeholders on design and implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workforce Development Councils are at the heart of the new Vocational Education system.We needed to move faster so WDCs can provide a strong industry voice, as the system responds to the challenges created by COVID-19. WDCs are key to driving change in some problem areas identified in the CTU and Business NZ’s memo – such as slow responsiveness to changing skill needs, and developing new delivery models that improve quality and relevance of training.We have moved to fast-track the establishment of WDCs. The aim is to have all six set up by October this year, rather than the staggered approach we had planned through to mid-2021.We want to bring WDCs into play as quickly as possible, without compromising a thorough and collaborative approach to implementation. The RoVE team is working with industry and other stakeholders on the detailed design and implementation of WDCs. WDCs will be accountable to their industries, but the TEC has led the appointment of six interim Establishment Boards.  This is because we know that right now, industry leaders need to focus on their own priorities managing the impact of COVID-19.  The TEC looked for people from industry, who were supported by key stakeholders such as industry associations and membership bodies, Māori employer groups, and ITOs.The Establishment Boards’ primary role is to set up their WDCs as legal entities. Where possible, they will also work with transitional ITOs, the NZIST and other providers to advise on tertiary education system responses to COVID-19 impacts.This is about getting things started so industry can have influence earlier. A Reference Group, with wide representation including employers and unions, will test and refine options prepared by a Design Group of subject matter experts



Regional Skills Leadership Groups
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• The 15 RSLGs are underway, with most 
groups’ membership now announced.

• Budget 2020 committed $46m over 4 years

• RSLGs will identify better ways to meet 
future skills and workforce needs in our 
regions and cities. 

• RSLGs will have local secretariats, and the 
network will be supported by central data 
analytics, policy and governance support

Education agencies, 
providers and WDCs

Welfare and 
employment services

Schools Careers 
advisers

Training 
Providers

Economic 
Development 

Initiatives
Employers

Immigration 
system

Regional Skills Leadership Groups

A joined-up approach to labour market planning: workforce, education and immigration 
systems working together to better meet the differing skills needs across the country.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regional Skills Leadership Groups are the other key element in the Reform of Vocational Education that will help bring industry and community leadershipThey will help to join up the many players local labour markets and feed essential intelligence in to the Employment, Education and Training system.These groups will take the tripartite approach to meeting labour market and skills challenges to the local level.  



Continuing to improve skills and training 
system responsiveness
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More accessible, inclusive, and 
responsive education and training 

options for all learners.

Flexible learning models: work-
integrated, online/blended.  

Micro-credentials and short courses. 

Quality careers information and 
guidance – enabling better-informed 

choices about lifelong learning 

Closer connections between work 
and learning – workplaces as learning 

places, employers and workers as 
key actors.

Changing how 
New Zealanders 
build their skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The structural changes we are making with the Reform of Vocational Education are just a small part of the overall change process,As we progress with RoVE implementation, we want to see deeper changes in the way New Zealanders engage in lifelong learning.  This slide identifies some of the changes we want to see across the system. Achieving these changes is hard detailed work that the RoVE process will help to begin. Changing how New Zealanders build their skills will include:More accessible, inclusive, and responsive education and training options for all learnersFlexible learning models: work-integrated, online and blended learning options.  More flexible micro-credentials and short courses. Quality careers information and guidance – enabling better-informed choices about lifelong learning Closer connections between work and learning – workplaces as learning places, employers and workers as key actors.



Government’s broader objectives for education 
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These objectives were developed through Kōrero Mātauranga, the national education conversation. 
They will be reflected in 
• the Statement of National Education and Learning Priorities (early childhood education and schooling)
• the new Tertiary Education Strategy 
• implementing the Government’s education work programme including RoVE, the Careers System 

Strategy, the Tomorrows Schools Review, and the NCEA review.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before handing over to our social partners, I want to connect the Reform of Vocational Education to the Government’s wider Education Work ProgrammeSkills development and productivity are deep challenges, and we need a genuine lifelong learning perspective - from early childhood through schooling and all forms of tertiary education and training.   This has to involve parents and whanau, communities, employers, and all the professionals in our education institutions.The Government has been engaging with New Zealanders in the National Education Conversation Kōrero Mātauranga for over two years. This process is shaping our strategies and our work programme across the education system. This process has identified the five broad objectives on this slide. They will be reflected in the new tertiary education strategy, and the Statement of National Education and Learning Priorities for schools and early childhood education services. They will shape our work implementing RoVE and other change programmes. While responding to the immediate challenges created by Covid-19, we need to stay focussed on these longer-term objectives. 
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